Australian school kids reach for the stars through new space education program
28 October 2022

The Andy Thomas Space Foundation in partnership with the Australian Space Agency is proud to
announce the 2023 Kids in Space national program.
This Australian-first program will engage 65+ schools across each state and territory in a spacethemed, technology-based, design thinking project – delivered by Australian-owned and operated
EduTech start-up, Makers Empire. With over 3,000 primary students and 300 teachers involved,
this innovative program will allow younger students to engage with the nation’s growing space
ecosystem.
Kids in Space will see participating schools each receive a 3D printer, along with access to a customdesigned space-themed virtual challenge course comprising purposed-made videos, quizzes,
tutorials, and Design Thinking challenges delivered via the popular Makers Empire 3D design app.
Moreover, the program will provide certified professional development training for up to five
teachers per school, allowing the learning to continue long into the future.
“The Andy Thomas Space Foundation engages with the entire spectrum of education, from primary
school to early career researchers,” said Nicola Sasanelli, CEO for the Andy Thomas Space
Foundation.
“This program aims to first introduce and seed space interest in young students, to ensure the
longevity of their engagement in the knowledge economy.”
With the active partnership of the Australian Space Agency, this proven program will now be
available right across the nation, impacting students’ interest in STEM and STEM-related careers
right from primary school.
Head of the Australian Space Agency Enrico Palermo said the Kids in Space program provided a great
opportunity to inspire the next generation workforce, which is one of the foundational pillars of the
Agency.
“Space is the gateway to STEM. This national program will stir the imagination of what is possible
and get more young Australians to consider studying and working in STEM related careers,” Mr
Palermo said.
“By exciting our young people and getting them to think bigger, we can ensure Australia has the
diverse workforce it needs to realise our full potential not just in the space sector but across the
broader economy as well.”
Research recently released by the University of SA shows that using Makers Empire significantly
improves students’ spatial reasoning skills, considered to be the key indicator of a person’s future
STEM success. The finding further supports these results that the students who faced the most

obstacles at the commencement of the program were found to have improved their skills the most
by its completion.
To support the Foundation and Agency’s stance on multi and cross-disciplinary opportunities within
the industry, along with increasing interest in pursuing further STEM education, the program’s
challenges will also offer skill and ability improvement opportunities across curriculum. This will
allow each student, no matter their strengths and passions, to find inspiration in space.
“We are delighted to be partnering with The Andy Thomas Space Foundation and the Australian
Space Agency on this pioneering new education program,” says Jon Soong, CEO of Makers Empire.
“Research has shown that Makers Empire significantly improves STEM learning outcomes in primary
students so we are thrilled to be able to help more Australian teachers and schools build these
important skills in their students. By delivering this engaging program to primary students, we hope
to encourage more of them to seek out STEM subjects in middle and high school, thereby putting
more students on a pathway to a future STEM career.”
Following the schools' main challenge phase, schools in each state/territory will come together to
celebrate their learning in a local state/territory showcase, allowing students to share their work,
connect with others and be inspired by the creativity of their peers. As part of these state/territory
showcases, one school will be selected to represent their state/territory in a national showcase
hosted at the Australian Space Discovery Centre in Adelaide, South Australia, in November 2023. A
national challenge champion will then be announced.
This national program follows two successful pilot years across 18 schools (2021 & 2022), providing
professional development opportunities for 26 teachers and opportunities to engage with the space
industry for over 1,250 students. These programs were developed by the Andy Thomas Space
Foundation to contribute to the growth and development of Australia’s future space workforce
whilst also showcasing space as a tool for education inspiration.
This national program will run throughout 2023. Expressions of interest are open and spots are
quickly filling up. Interested schools can register their interest at www.makersempire.com/kids-inspace/
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ABOUT THE ANDY THOMAS SPACE FOUNDATION
The Foundation was incorporated in July 2020 as a not-for-profit organisation with DGR Status.
The aims of the Andy Thomas Foundations’ Education Fund are:
○

To support space education and outreach in Australia

○

To inspire young people to pursue careers in space by building a culture of
entrepreneurship and igniting a curiosity for space and related scientific activities

○

To improve the knowledge and develop skills of potential founders of space-related
enterprises.

○

To improve the employability of young people in the space sector and to facilitate
students and young graduates to find jobs related to their skills.

https://andythomas.foundation

ABOUT THE AUSTRALIAN SPACE AGENCY
The Australian Space Agency’s purpose is to transform and grow a globally respected space industry
to lift the broader economy, inspire and improve the lives of Australians. As Australia’s national
space agency, it coordinates civil space matters across government and supports the growth of the
Australian space sector.
The Agency is responsible for delivering key space programs that develop national space capability
and infrastructure, unlock international space collaboration, and inspire and build a future space
workforce. It is also the regulator of Australian space related activities and a facilitator for
collaboration across industry, government and academia.
www.space.gov.au
ABOUT MAKERS EMPIRE
Launched in Adelaide in 2014, Makers Empire is proud to help three million student users in 50
countries become creators, problem solvers and innovators via its gamified 3D design app.
University research has shown that using Makers Empire helps develop students’ spatial reasoning
and design thinking skills. Makers Empire is also proven to help students develop their creativity as

well as important critical thinking and problem-solving skills.
www.makersempire.com

